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Tapermakers Wet Felt, Method and Apparatus for 
  Dewatering Wet Web Using Such Felt 

We, HUYCK CORPORATION, a corporation 
organised under the laws of die State of New. 
York, United States, of Washington Street, 
Rensselaer, State of New York, United States 
of America, do hereby dedare the invention, 
for which we pray that a patent may be gran- 
ted to us, aid the method by which it is to 
be performed, to be particularly described, 
in and by the following statement: — 

The present invention relates to paper- - 
makers' felts and in particular to papermakers* 
wet felts, that is, felts which are used at the 

such other papermaking materials as may be 
present is caused to flow onto a travelling 
screen and a considerable portion of the water 
is caused to flow through the screen by the 
combined effects of gravity, table rolls, suc- 
tion boxes,, and the like, so that the fibers 
form a continuous felted web which is deposi- 
ted upon the travelling screen. The continuous 
web as formed on the screen contains a large 
quarmty of water and has very litde strength. 
In this condition the web is removed from 
the travelling screen and is transferred either 

wet end of the machine as distinguished fromdirectly or indirectly as by a pick-up felt, to 
dryer felts which, are utilized; to .convey paper, 
and similar felted celluflosic products over 
a heated dryer drum or drums. While certain 
aspects of the present invention are of value in 
connection ;yrith any of the various types of 
felts which are used at the wet end of a 
papermaking machine, the invention affords 
particular advantages in connection Lwith those. 
wet felts which are used to convey, a very 
moist web of paper or the like through the 
press section of the papermaking machine. 
The press section comprises a press or a series 
of presses in which water -is removed from 
the paper by mechanical pressure which is 
effective 'to transfer the water from the paper 
to or through the press felt. 

The word "paper" will be used in a generic 
sense in this specification, and it is intended 
to indude any of the products customarily re- 
ferred to as fjaper as, well as paperboard, card- 
board, lap pulp and the like. All such pro- 
ducts usually consist of felted cellulosic fibers 
with or without additional materials such as 
filling, sizing and the like. 

In a papermaking machine of the Fourdri- 
nier type a suspension of fibers in water with 

[Price 4s. 6d.) 

the press felt or the first press felt in the press 
section of the papermaking. machine. When 
a series of presses is used it is usually the 
the practice to provide a separate press felt 
for each press. 

In the past press felts usually have been ab- 
sorbent woven and napped fabrics which are 
relatively resilient or compressible throughout 
their thicknesses. They have been made wholly 
or in part from wool fibers, although in some 
instances they have been made wholly from 
synthetic fibers such as polyamides (nylon) 
and polyesters ("Dacron"), "Dacron" is a. 
Registered Trade Mark. Press felts of the 
type just described have been used to con- 
duct the paper through the nip between the 
rolls of the press. or presses. In any sort of 
press the thicknesses of the paper and of the. 
compressible felt are progressively reduced as 
a result of increasing compression as the paper 
and felt progress into the nip. When they 
reach the point of minimum clearance in the 
nip the paper will contain , a substantially 
smaller quantity of water than it did when 
it entered the nip as a result of transfer of 
water therefrom to the press felt. However, 
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as the paper and press felt progress beyond 
the point of maximum compression in the nip 
and both the paper and the felt progressively 
expand toward their original thicknesses, a 

5 significant period of time exists during which 
water may flow by capillarity from the felt 
into the paper. Separating the paper from 
the felt as quickly as possible after the system 
passes out erf the nip reduces the time available 

10 for rewetting of the paperj but in no case 
is it possible to avoid such rewetung as oc- 
curs while the paper and felt are still held 
in contact under the progressively reducing 
pressure on the exit side of the nip. 

15 As a practicall matter provision must be 
made for removal of a portion of the water 
from the system consisting of paper and a 
compressible felt as the system moves through 
the nip of a pair of press rolls. In a plain 

20 press, having smooth imperforate rolls, this 
is accomplished by making the nip pressure 
high enough to compress both paper and felt 
substantially to saturation before they reach 
the point of maximum compression in the nip 

25 whereby water is forced to flow backwardly 
Through the felt and to a lesser extent, through 
the paper, and away from the nip. The back- 
flow of water has to run down the upwardly 
moving surface of the lower roll in order to 

30 be removed from the system. A freshly laid 
web of paper on a properly designed felt can 
withstand substantial pressure exerted perpen- 
dicularly to the surface thereof, as by squeez- 
ing between press rolls. However, it cannot 

35 withstand the high hydraulic drag forces 
which are developed as an incident to rapid 
reverse flow of water on the ingoing side of 
the nip, the resultant damage to the paper 
being known as "crushing". Therefore it has 

40 not been possible to operate plain presses at 
high speeds except at nip pressure so low as 
to result in very little dewatering of the web 
in each press. The high nip pressure can only 
be used at low speeds which are inconsistent 

45  with modern papermaking equipment. 
To achive better deyratering at higher 

speeds without crushing the paper circum- 
ferential grooves or spaced blind holes have 
been formed in the surface of the lower press 

50 roll to receive and carry forward a portion 
of the water expressed from the system in the 
nip. Such water is permitted to flow from or 
is dislodged from the grooves or openings at 
a point remote from the nip. In still other 

55 ' instances suction presses are used in which 
the lower press roll comprises a perforated 
shelll revolving over a stationary suction box 
located in the region of the nip. Most of the 
water squeezed from the saturated system of 

60 paper and felt is induced to flow into the 
perforation in the shell. While a small portion 
of such water moves into the sua ion box from 
which it may be removed through suction lines 
the major portion remains in the perforations 

from which some of it is eventually thrown 65 
by centrifugal force. 

When ordinary compressible felts are used 
in presses haying blind holes or grooves in 
the rofll surface or in suction presses, the 
amount of nip pressure, and thus the amount 70 
of water removed from the paper, is limited 
by factors which usually outweigh the cap- 
ability of the paper to withstand nip pressure 
as such. In any such press there is a tendency 
for the water to flow within the felt toward 75 
the grooves, holes or perforations and not to- 
ward the unbroken roll surfaces therebetween. 
This sets up an uneven pattern of flow through 
the felt which will extend into the body of 
the paper when the rate of flow is increased 80 
beyond a certain point. Uneven application of 
pressure and uneven dewatering of the paper 
cause objectionable local changes in ap- 
pearance of the paper, generally referred to 
as "shell marks". In suction presses, the re- 85 
quirement that the lower roll be constructed 
as a perforated1 hollow shell having much 
less structural strength than a solid or im-. 
perforate roll places a severe (limitation upon 
the amount of mechanical pressure which may 90 
be exerted at the nip between such a shell and 
the upper roll. 

Another factor which has limited' the amount 
of nip pressure which can be effectively used 
in any or all of the types of presses dis- 95 
cussed above is the behaviour of the ordinary 
compressible felt under compression. The 
thickness and density of such a felt is dic- 
tated  by several  characteristics including 
among others, strength, dimensional stability, 100 
wearing quality, surface finish and the like. 
When such a felt is compressed, as in a press, 
the density throughout its thickness is in- 
creased, that is, its void volume is reduced, 
and resistance to flow of water therethrough is 105 
correspondingly increased. In  high speed 
presses this increase in resistance occurs very 
suddenly just at the time that water must flow 
through the felt.   Accordingly, very high 
hydraulic pressures can be developed in loca- 110 
lized areas with danger of disruption of the 
paper or of the felt itself. 

In accordance with the present invention 
there is provided a papermakers' felt for 
supporting a wet web in a papermaking 115 
machine during the passage of said web 
through the nip of a pair of press rolls for 
removing water from the web, comprising an 
endless belt having a base layer and a web- 
contacting facing layer united in face-to-face 120 
relationship with said base layer, said base 
layer being permeable to water and relatively 
incompressible in that it maintains under 
mechanical loading of 100 pounds per square 
inch at least about 60%, and preferably from 125 
about 94% to about 74%, of its unloaded 
thickness, said facing layer being permeable 
to water and relatively compressible in that it 
maintains under the same loading a thickness 
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not substantially greater than about 50% of 
its unloaded thickness, said base layer com- 
prising a material having passage-ways of 
relatively large size which provide within said 

5 base layer a void volume for the reception of 
water expressed from said web and from said 
facing layer under the pressure exerted at the 
nip of said press rolls, and said facing layer 
having passageways of relatively small size 

10 which provide within said facing layer a void 
volume from which water is expressed 
(squeezed) under said pressure. 

An illustrative form of felt embodying the 
present invention may comprise a woven base 

15 fabric which, because of fiber content, yarn 
construction, fabric construction, treatment be- 
fore or after weaving or by combination of 
such factors, is or has been made substantially 
incompressible under the mechanical pres- 

20 sures which are to be encountered in the use 
of the felt. To such base fabric there is mecha- 
nically bonded as by needling or by the use 
of adhesive, a layer of relatively resilient 
material such as a fibrous bait or felted body 

25 which is compressible under the pressure en- 
countered in use. A press fcflt of the illustra- 
tive construction may comprise a woven base 
fabric having substantial thickness and a com- 
pressible layer which may be relatively thinner 

30 than an ordinary compressible felt. The base 
fabric not only will afford requisite strength, 
stability and wearing characteristics, but also 
will afford a large void volume made up of 
spaces between yarns, plus, in some cases, 

35 spaces between the fibers or filaments in the 
yarn, which will remain substantially unre- 
duced under the pressures encountered in the 
press. Thus, although the void volume of the 
compressible layer will be reduced when the 

40 feflt goes through the nip of a press, the total 
void volume of the felt will be reduced much 
less than would be the case if the felt were 
compressible throughput its thickness. The 
void volume thus preserved may be utilized 

45 to receive water squeezed from the paper and 
the compressible layer. The dimensions of the 
spaces between adjacent yams in the incom- 
pressible base fabric, which account for a sub- 
stantial precentage of the total void volume 

50 of the base fabric, may be established as de- 
sired by the selection of yarn diameter and 
yarn count. Thus the spaces may be made 
relatively small so as to tend to retain water 
as a result of surface tension, or they may 

55 be made relatively large so as readily to per- 
mit the passage of water through the base 
fabric in a direction away from the compress- 
ible layer and the paper. Press fdts having 
base fabrics tending to retain water are parti- 

60.; cularly useful in connection with plain presses 
in that the water retained in the base fabric 
will be carried forwardly away from the nip 
and may be removed from the felt after sepa- 

^«V*ration of the paper from the felt. Febs hav- 
•5 :iing base fabrics with little tendency to retain 

water are particularly useful in connection 
with suction presses or presses in which one 
of the rolls is provided with openings rr 
grooves. In such felts water squeezed from 
the paper and the compressible layer of the 70 
felt will pass readily through the substantially 
unaffected openings in the base fabric for re- 
moval by the suction equipment or other water 
removing provisions in such presses. Also, felts 
having base fabrics, with little tendency to 75 
retain water may be used with great effective- 
ness in plain presses in which the unbroken 
surface of the press roll which engages the 
base fabric is constructed or treated so as to 
have a greater affinity for water than the base 80 
fabric. In such instances the water, received by 
the openings in the base fabric in the nip of 
the press will adhere to and be carried away 
from the felt by the roll surface upon separa- 
tion of the felt from the roll. The water there* 85 
after may be doctored- off the roll. 

Press felts designed in accordance with the 
present invention for use in pflain presses make 
it possible to secure equivalent or superior de- 
watering of paper by the use of plain presses 90 
under conditions in which it heretofore has, 
been necessary to use suction presses. The re- 
moval of the substantial amount of water 
which is carried away from the nip of ai plain 
press within the voids provided in the incom- 95 
pressible layer of such felts is accomplished 
without danger of crushing the paper. The 
void volume of the incompressible layer can 
be made large enough to carry away an 
amount   of   water   comparable   with   or 100 
greater  than  the  amount  of  water re- 
moved   by   a   suction   press. Reduction 
of   the   danger   of     crushing   and the 
ability to remove substantial  quantities of 
water from the nip makes it possible to run 105 
plain presses at much higher rates of speed and 
at much higher nip pressures with felts of the 
present invention than has been possible with 
the compressible felts used in die past Suo- 
tion presses are expensive to install and main- 110 
tain and frequently are very noisy in operation. 
Plain presses are much less expensive to in- 
stall, are quiet, rugged and require very little 
maintenance. Therefore, a particular advan- 
tage of the present invention is that it ex- 115 
tends the utility of plain presses into applica- 
tions in which suction presses were previously 
required*. 

In order to reduce rewetting of the paper 
dimng the period of time that the paper re- 120 
mains in contact with press felts, made in 
accordance with the present invention, beyond 
the point at which nip pressure begins.to fall 
off, the permeability of the compressible layer 
may be made substantially lower than is custo- 125 
mary for compressible felcs heretofore used. 
This is particularly true of press felts in which 
the compressible layer is relatively thin and 
which should be quite firm in any event, to 
prevent marking of the pattern of the incom- 130 
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pressible base fabric in the paper. The com- 
pressible layer thus can be made with very 
small! voids which offer substantial resistance 
to the capillary flow of water and thus reduce 

5 the rate at which water may flow through the 
layer to the paper under .conditions of reduced- 
mechanical pressure. However, because of the 
relative thinness of the layer and the very 
high nip pressures that may be applied to 

10 -felts made in accordance with this invention, 
the relatively low permeability thereof will 
not prevent the forced flow under nip pres- 
sure of substantial quantities of water from 
the paper through the compressible layer and 

15 to the voids provided in the base fabric. The 
•tendency toward rewetting of the paper as- 
mentioned above may also be reduced by 
making the compressible layer of water re- 
pellent material or by making the layer water 

20 repellent, as by chemical or other treatment 
of the layer or of the fibers or other material 
from which the layer is made. The water re- 
pellency of the layer will not prevent the 
flow of water through it under nip pressure, 

25 but will tend to impede backflow of water 
from the base fabric through the layer when 
nip pressure is reduced or removed. • 

The present invention will now be described 
in greater detail with reference to the accom- 

30  panying drawings in which.: 
Figure 1 is ah enlarged fragmentary dia- . 

grammatic vertical sectional view of a paper- 
makers' fdt made in accordance with the 
present invention and comprising two layers 

35  made of materials differing in compressibility; 
Figure 2 is a diagrammatic view of a plain 

press in which a papermakers' felt embody- 
ing the present invention is illustrated along 
with various devices for removal of water from 

40  the felt; and 
Figure 3 is an en-forged fragmentary dia- 

grammatic vertical sectional view of a felt 
embodying the present invention showing the 
same in use between vertically stacked press 

45  rolls of one well known type. 
Referring now to the drawings, there is illus- 

trated in Figure 1 a papermakers felt designed 
especially for use in the press section of paper- 
making machines, which consists broadly of 

50 ia base fabric 10 and a cushioning layer 12. 
The layers 10 and 12 ate secured to one 
another, as will be described below, to form 
a laminated or duplex structure which is in- 
dicated generally by the reference numeral 14. 

55 For convenience, in the description herein the 
laminated structure 14 will sometimes be re- 
ferred to as a "felt", and in this connection 
the word "felt" is used in the not necessarily 
aCCUrate sense *n w*rich such word is generally 

o0 used when referring to papermakers felts. It 
will be appreciated that papermakers felts are 
seldom if ever a non-woven felted structure 
but rather are customarily woven fabrics or 
combinations   of   woven  and non-woven 

65   materials which are treated as by fulling, 

shrinking or needling to form relatively firm 
structures which have some resemblance to 
non-woven felts. 

The base fabric 10 is illustrated herein as 
a woven fabric made up of interlaced warp 7( 
yarns 16 and weft yarns 18, the material tr 
materials from which the yarns are made and 
•the construction of the yarns and the pattern 
of interlacing or weaving of the yarns as well 
as treatments of the materials or the yarns or . 7 
the woven fabric ail are so related as to pro- 
duce a base fabric 10 which has a permeability 
significantly higher than that of conventional 
press felts and which is relatively incompres- 
sible under compressive stress applied in direc- 8 
tions generally normal to the plane of the 
fabric. The surfacing layer 12 is made of a 
material or is so treated, or both, as to be 
relatively compressible under similar stresses 
and to have permeability in the order of that 8 
of conventional press felts. The composite felt 
14 thus displays on one side the cushion and 
resilience of the compressible layer 12 and on 
the other the relative rigidity and open screen- 
like structure of the relatively incompressible 9 
base fabric 10. The felt 14 is designed for 
use with the web of paper in facewise con- 
tact with the exposed surface of the layer 12. 

The layers 10 and 12 of the felt 14 prefer- 
ably are permanently united in face to face 9 
contact by the use of techniques which are 
appropriate for the particular combination of 
materials utilized' in the forming of the layers 
10 and 12, respectively. For example, the 
•layers may be secured together by an adhe- h 
siye material which is compatible with and 
will form useful permanent bonding between 
the two layers 10 and 12. Also, for example, 
the layers 10. and 12 may be united by the 
well-known needling process in which the 1< 
two . layers are superimposed in desired final 
position and they are subjected to the action 
of a needling loom the needles of which will 
'be effective to entangle certain of the fibers 
or other elements of one or both of the layers 1 
10 and 12 with the other. 

For use as a papermakers felt and particu- 
larly for use in the press section of a paper- 
making machine the felt 14 has the form of 
an endless belt which is devoid of seams or  1 . 
splicing or other types of join which would 
tend to produce in the area of the seam or 
splice a texture, porosity, compressibility or. 
moisture absofbtivity which is different from 
that of the remainder of the area of the felt. 1 
Preferably therefore the felt 14 is formed 
with a base (fabric 10 which is woven in 
tubular form in a loom of the type custo- 
marily utilized for the production of endless 
papermakers felts. The layer 12 may be made 1 
of woven and felted textile materials, but is 
preferably formed from a batt of suitable 
fibrous material which has. been formed by 
carding, garnecting or other well-known pro- 
cedures which are effective to orient & mass ' 
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of discrete fibers in substantially one direction, 
thereby to form a batt which is quite uniform 
in fiber distribution and orientation, as well 
as in thickness and density. 

A tubular woven endless belt of base fabric 
10 which is useful in connection with the 
present invention may be manufactured in the 
B?E!?T f.disc,osed   in   Specification No. 
827754. Such a fabric may be utilized in the 
condition as woven or it may be stabilized 
in accordance with the teaching of said Speci- 
fication or in accordance with the teaching of 
Specification No. 94947*. Fabrics of Ibis 
type, whether treated or untreated for stabi- 
lization, are so constructed that the weft yams 
which are supplied by one or more shuttles 
m the loom extend lengthwise of the endless 
tielt while the warp yarns which are supplied 
•from the warp beam of the loom run trans- 
versely of the length of the endless belt It 
is preferable from the standpoint of dimen- 
sional stability, as well as from the stand- 
point of length of life of the fabric, that the 
weft yarns that is, the yams laid by the 
shuttles, run m substantially uniform direc- 
tion lengthwise of the belt, while the loom 
warp yams assume curved shape to form 
Knuckles at each yam crossing as a result of 
the positioning of the warp yams above and 
below the relatively straight weft yams in the 
fabric. Abrasive wear upon the knuckles of 
the transversely extending loom warp yam will 
Progressively weaken these warp yarns, bu 
this will have l,«k, if any, effect upon the 
tensile strength of the fabric in the all im- 
portant longitudinal direction, which is direc- 
tion in which the fabric runs in the machine. 
Aflso, it is preferable to select for the weft 
yams such materials or construction or both 
as to afford maximum tensile strength and 
resistance to stretch or deformation under 
the tensile loads to which the fabric will be 
subjectedL in use in a papermaking machine. 
On the other hand, the transversely extend- 
ing warp yams are preferably selected for re- 
sistance to abrasive wear. 

In Figure 1, which is a' transverse sectional 
view of. the felt 14, it will be observed that 
the warp yams 16 assume the curved shapes 
discussed above, while reference to Figure 3 
wiM reveal that the weft yams 18 lie substan- 
tially straight within the .fabric. While, as in- 
dicated above, this particular feature of speci- 
fication No. 827,754 is preferably incorpwa- 
ted into the present invention, it will be 
understood that this particular manner of 
weaving and of yarn selection is not necessarily 
critical in all forms of the present invention, 
since stability and wear resistance may be 
contributed by other factors which wiOl be 
discussed hereinbelow. Also, while Figures 1 
and 3 show a base fabric 10 which incor- 
porates a plain weave, other types of weave, 
particularly satin weaves and crows foot 
weaves may be utilized with attendant ad- 

vantages in particular instances. For ex- 
ample, a four-harness satin weave may be 
employed for the purpose of affording a rela- 
tively much smoother upper surface upon the 
base fabric 10 than is afforded by the illus- 70 
trated plain weave. 
^K^^aiy  characteristic of the base 
fabric 10 for use m the present invention is 
its relative lncompressibility as compared 
with the compressibility of the surfacing layer 75 
12. Under a compressive stress in the order 
of magnitude and in the direction of the com- 
pressive stress exerted upon a press felt when' 
pa«ed between the press rolls of a paper 
making machine, the base fabric 10 will be 80 
relatively little decreased in thickness, while 
the surfacing layer  12 will  be relatively 
greatly decreased in thickness. The decrease 
in thickness of the surface layer 12 ordinarily 
will result in the expression from said layer 85 
of water, which in turn has been expressed 
from a moist paper web, thereby depositing 
the water m or forcing the water through 
the voids in the base fabric 10.  It will be 

KKC^-'
1
}!" 

H     *"* fabric 10 were to 90 be substantially as compressible as the surface- 
ing (layer 12, as is the case in the paper- 
maker's felts presently in use, the volurnTof 
the voids in the base fabric 10 would be 
reduced under compressive loading, thereby 95 
restricting the -amount of volume available for 
receiving water or impeding the flow of water 
wtnch_ is expressed from the surfacing layer 
12. The relative ^compressibility of the base 
layer 10 in accordance with the present in- 100 
vention provides for the substantial preserva- 
tion of the volume of voids as well as the 
substantial prevention of impedance to the 
flow of water. Felts made in connection with 
the present invention thereby afford substan- 105 
tial volume for the retention of water to be 
earned away from the system in certain press 
configurations or alternatively facilitate rapid 
and efficient withdrawal of water from the 
system by suction means or the like which are 110 
utilized in other press configurations. In either 
of these respects felts of the present invention 
altord substantial improvement over fdlts of 
the prior art which when  compressed in 
presses of any configuration offer both reduced 115 
void volume and increased resistance to flow 
of water. 
. Referring now to Figure 2, a felt 14 made 

!n„^SnCe Wkh *e Mention is 
illustrated in connection with a press in a 120 
Papermaking machine. It will be understood 
that papermaking machines ordinarily are pro- 
yidedwith at least one such press and in most 
instances are provided with two or three or 
even a greater number of presses. The usual 125 
plurality of presses in a papermaking machine 
is arranged in a series whereby .the first press 

L^tCred by W» « a time when 
the moisture content of the paper is relatively 
ugh. Assuming that a certain amount of 130 
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moisture will be removed from the paper by 
the first press, it will be apparent that the 
second and third presses, for example, will be 
called upon to operate upon the paper when 

5    the latter has progressively lower moisture 
contents. With this in mind the specific con- 
figurations of successive presses in a paper 
machine frequently differ in detail to take 
into account the lower moisture contents at 

10   which die paper enters successive presses. For 
the purposes of illustration of the present in- 
vention the felt 14 is shown in a press which 
may be assumed to be the first press, although 
it will be understood that felts embodying the 

15   present invention are intended to be used in 
any or all of the presses of a papermaking 
machine as may be desired. 

Thus in Figure 2 .the felt 14 is shown as 
progressing through an endless -path defined 

20   by a guide roll 20, a pair of vertically stacked 
press rolls 22 and 24, guide rolls 26, 28, and 
30, and a pair of squeeze rolls 32 and 34. 
A web of paper 36 is shown as being pro- 
jected from a web carrier 38, only a portion 

25   of which is shown, which is guided around a 
roll 40. The web carrier 38 may be a felt in 
which event roll 40 will be a guide roll, or 
the web carrier 38 may be a Fourdrinier 
screen, in which event the roll 40 will be a. 

30   couch roll or equivalent. The web of paper 36 
is received upon the upper or outer surface 
of .the felt 14 and as shown in Figure 2 the 
surfacing layer 12 of the felt 14 is arranged 
outermost of the endless path in order to re- 

35   ceive the paper web 36. The paper web 36 
travels with the felt 14 to the press rolls 22 
and 24 and may be guided upwardly as shown 
in Figure 2 to remain in contact with the 
surface of the upper press roll 24 for at least 

40   a short distance beyond the nip of the press 
rolls 22, 24. Alternatively the felt 14 may 
be guided downwardly beyond the nip to 
follow the surface of -the lower press roll 22 
for at least a short distance, in which event 

45   the paper web '36 may leave the nip horizon- 
■taKy or at an upward angle as preferred. In 
any case it is preferred that the paper web 36 
and the felt 14 be separated as quickly as 
■possible after the passage thereof through the 

50   nip of the press rolls 22 and 24 to minimize 
rewetting of the paper. 

After leaving the lower press roll 22 the 
felt 14 may be conducted through any one or 
more of several dewatering devices which 

55  serve to dislodge or extract water therefrom 
as it progresses through its return path in order 
to reduce the moisture content of successive 
areas thereof before such areas come into con- 
tact with successive portions of the paper web 

60   36. Several dewatering devices have been illus- 
trated in Figure 2 and while all of them might 
possibly be used in a single installation, the 
more normal procedure would be to use one 
or more of them on a selective basis, taking 

65  into account the particular design of the felt 

■14 as well! as the particular press configura- 
tion. 

As illustrated in Figure 2 the lower press 
roll 22 may be used as a felt dewatering de- 
vice. When a.ifelt 14 is used, which has a. 
base fabric 10 through which water may 
readily flow, water expressed from the system 
of paper 36 and compressible layer 12 into 
the incompressible layer 10 will readily flow 
through the latter. When the press is a "plain" 
press the rolls 22 and 24 have smooth cylin- 
drical surfaces which are imperforate and 
water deposited upon the surface of the lower 
press roll 22 will tend to adhere to the surface 
thereof to be carried downwardly and away 
from the felt 14. Water adhering to r611 22 
may be doctored off the surface thereof by a 
blade or other suitable doctoring device 42. 
As indicated at 44 such water will be deposi- 
ted in a receiver 46 from which it may flow 
or be withdrawn through a conduit 48. Pre- 
ferably, the receiver 46 is provided with a wall 
or barBe 50, which is interposed between a 
major portion of the lower surface of the roll 
22 and the underside of the felt 14. The 
baffle 50 will serve to reduce likelihood of 
water being flung from the surface of the roll 
22 by centrifugal force with resulting redeposi- 
tion upon the underside of the felt 14. The 
surface of the lower press roll 22 may be 
treated to have even greater affinity for water 
if so desired to enhance the dewatering effect 
of the lower roll 22 and doctor ,42. 

A second dewiatering device shown in 
Figure 2 consists of one or more nozzles 52 
(two are shown) arranged to direct a blast 
of compressed air or other gas which may or 
may not be heated above room temperature 
against the outer surface of the layer 12 of the 
felt 14. 

The nozzles 52 may be circular in cross- 
section having circular orifices 54, in which 
event there may be two closely spaced rows of 
such nozzles extending transversely of the en- 
tire width of -the felt 14. Alternatively the 
nozzles 52 may be elongated hollow structures 
having orifices 54 in the form of elongated 
slots extending throughout the width of the 
felt 14; In eidier event the air or other gas 
discharged from the nozzles will penetrate 
the compressible layer 12 and the incompres- 
sible layer 10 to dislodge water from both 
layers. The dislodged water rriay be received 
in receivers 56 from which it may flow or be 
withdrawn -through conduits 58; if desired, 
suction may be applied to receivers 56 through 
conduits 58, , with or without the use of air 
blast nozzles 52. 

A third dewatering device is shown in 
Figure 2 consisting of the guide roll 28 which 
Is of such relatively small diameter as to cause 
centrifugal throw-out of water from the (felt 
14. The diameter of the roll 28 is so related 
with the linear speed of travel of the felt 14 
so as to achieve the desired degree of de- 
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watering. Preferably the roll 28 is so posi- 
tioned that the compressible layer 12 of the 
felt 14 comes into engagement with the roll 
whereby the relatively open-weave base fabric 

5 10 is outermost. In this manner water retained 
within the llayer 10 as it approaches the roll 
28 will be thrown out of the voids in the layer 
10 as a result of the rapid change in direc- 
tion of travel of the felt 14 as the felt passes 

10  around the roll 28. 
A 'fourth dewatering device shown in Figure 

2 consists of the squeeze rolls 32 and 34 
which are pressed toward one another to apply 
pressure to the felt 14. While both of these 

15 roGls may have smooth imperforate surfaces 
and thus will 'act as ordinary wringer rolls it 
will be appreciated that more effective de- 
watering may be achieved by the use of a 
drilled suction roll for carrying away a por- 

20 tion of the water squeezed out of 
the compressible portion of the felt 
14. Thus> the lower roll 34, as shown 
in the drawing, or the upper roll 32, 
if so desired, may consist of a hollow shell 

25 having a plurality of openings 60 extending 
through the shell. A stationary suction box 
62 'having sealing strips 64 and a suction 
pipe 66 is positioned within the shell of roll 
34 to withdraw water through -the openings 

30 60 in the region of the nip between rolls 32 
and 34. When the lower roll 34 is a drilled 
suction roll, as shown, the water which is 
expressed from the compressible layer 12 will 
enter the perforations in -the roll 34. If the 

35 rdl 32 is a suction roll the water squeezed out 
of layer 12 will be removed through the open 
weave of the layer 10. 

The various dewatering devices described 
above in connection with Fig. 2 do not, them- 

40 . selves, constitute the invention for which pro- 
tection is sought in this application. However, 
the. use of any one or more of such devices 
or other equivalent devices with felts of the 
type herein disclosed constitutes a pan of the 

45  present invention. Furthermore, the use of 
one or more dewatering devices selected for 
•particular efficacy in combination with particu- 
lar types or forms of felts constructed as taught 
herein, constitutes a pan of the present inven- 

50 tion. 
From the foregoing portion of the present 

description it will be apparent that felts, made 
in accordance with the present invention 
afford, in various combinations, the removal 

55 of water from the nip of a pair of plain press 
rolls in the direction of movement of the felt 
and that one or more of the dewatering de- 
vices illustrated herein may be used to dis- 
pose of the water thus removed from the nip. 

60 Use of felts of the present invention is not 
limited, however, to combinations including 
plain press rolls and supplemental dewatering 
devices. Felts of appropriate design within 
the teachings of the present invention are also 

65 highly useful in connection with suction presses 

and when so used serve to obviate many of 
the difficulties and disappointing results here- 
tofore achieved with suction presses. Thus, 
in Figure 3 there is illustrated a felt 14 con- 
sisting of a base fabric 10 and a cushioning 70 
layer 12 as described above supporting a wet 
web of paper 36 against the surface of the 
upper press roll 24. The upper press roll 24 
is pressed downwardly with suitable force so 
as to compress the paper 36 and the compres- 75 
sible cushioning layer 12 as successive incre- 
ments thereof pass through the nip. The lower 
press roll 122 comprises a hollow shell having 
a large number of .perforations 123 extending 
radially therethrough. A suction box 125 is 80 
positioned within the lower press roll 122 and 
is provided with sealling lips 127 which engage 
the inner surface of the roll 122 whereby suc- 
tion may be exerted through those perforations 
123 which are located within the zone of the 85 
nip between rolls 24 and 122. A conduit 129 
is connected with the suction box 125 and 
a suitable vacuum pump (not shown) to with- 
draw water and: air from the box 125. 

As illustrated in Figure 3 the paper web 90 
36 and the compressible layer 12 of the felt 
14 are both compressed as they pass through 
the nip between rolls 24 and 122. Such com- 
pression will be effective to reduce the volume 
of the compressed portion of the web and 95 
felt. When the amount of water in each in- 
crement of the paper web 36 is greater in 
volume than the volume of such increment 
when compressed in the nip the excess water 
will be squeezed from the web into the felt 100 
14. It is assumed that the felt 14 is air dry 
when the paper making machine is first 
started up it may require several complete cir- 
cuits of the endless path of the felt 14 before 
sufficient water is transferred to the felt 14 105 
by successive increments of the wet paper 
web 36 for the felt 14, -particularly the com- 
pressible layer 12 thereof, to become wet 
enough to start giving up water at the nip of 
the press rolls. When this condition of eqirili- no 
brium is reached normal operation sets in 
wherein water is squeezed out of the paper 
web 36 and the compressible layer 12 of felt 
14. In such normal operation die volume of 
water available for removal from an increment 115 
of the combined paper web and compressible 
layer 12 in the nip is greater than the total 
void volume thereof when under full com- 
pression. The void volume of the relatively 
incompressible layer 10 of the felt 14 is not 120 
reduced to a similar extent and, as will be ap- 
parent from Figure 3, the openings in the 
incompressible flayer 10 remain relatively un- 
closed whereby water expressed from the 
paper 36 and layer 12 may flow freely through 125 
the layer 10 and into the suction holes 123 
of the suction press roll 122. This is a par- 
ticular feature of the present invention. 

For use with a suction press as illustrated 
in Figure 3 a felt 14 made in accordance 130 
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with the present invention is preferably con- 
structed with a relativeUy incompressible layer 
10 which will readily release water under the 
influence of the suction roll 122. By controli- 

5 irig the characteristics of the layer. 10 in ac- 
cordance with the teachings herein the layer 
10 may so readily release water in the nip of 
the suction press that no supplemental de- 
water devices such as those shown in Figure 

10 2 may be required in connection with the 
manufacture of a wide variety of grades and 
weights of paper under a wide variety of con- 
ditions such as machine speed, moisture con- 
tent, nip pressure and the dike. However, a 

15 great change in one or more of such factors 
without changing to a different felt 14 may 
result in incomplete removal of the water in 
layer 10 at the suction nip, in which event the 
remainder of the water will be carried for- 

20 ward and out of the nip while still retained in 
the layer 10. In such cases one or more de- 
watering devices such as shown in Figure 1 
may be used to remove more.water from the 
layer 10 or from both layers 10 and 12 of 

25   the felt 14. 
It wiW be appreciated that the felt 14 may 

be initially designed for use in a particular 
installation in which both a suction press such 
as shown in Figure 3 and one or more de- 

30 watering devices such as shown in Figure 2 
are normally required. In. any event, when 
a suction press is used the layer 10 need not 
have a void volume, when compressed, such 
as to accommodate all of the water squeezed 

35 from the paper 36 and compressible felt layer 
12. Thus a relatively thin finely woven rela- 
tively incompressible fabric may be used as 
the layer 10 and because such a fabric will 
diffuse the flow of water and air therethrough 

40 and also will have relatively little tendency 
to mark its pattern on the paper, the compres- 
sible layer 12 may also be relatively thin. 
Even with such relatively thin layers 10 and 
12 the felt 14 can be used with higher nip 

45 pressures and higher suction differential at. the 
nip and at higher machine speeds than hereto- 
fore have been used with convention wet felts 
of much greater total thickness. This is be- 
cause the problems of crushing, suction hole 

50   marking and felt or shadow marking of the 
paper are approached and  solved by the 

- present invention in manners which are con- 
sistent with one another rather than incon- 
sistent as has been the case with conventional 

55 felts. 
When felts in accordance with the present 

invention are used with presses having a blind 
drilled, etched or annularly grooved roll in 
contact with the felt the construction of the 

60 felts will follow generally the same principles 
as those designed for use in suction presses. 
That is, the relatively incompressible layer 
10 will be designed to permit or promote the 
flow therethrough of water at a rate within 

65   the capacity of the holes, etchings or grooves. 

Also, if so desired the layer 10 may be de- 
signed, to retain an appropriate amount of 
water in excess of the capacity of the water 
receiving means of the press roll and to 
carry such retained water forwaxdly through 7 
the nip for removal by one or more dewater- 
ing means such as shown in Figure 2. 

As indicated above a particularly important 
feature of the present invention is its contri- 
bution in increasing the dewatering capacity 7 
of a so-called plain press, that is, a press 
using a pair of plain-surfaced press rolls. For 
such use the layer 10 should be so designed 
as to receive in the nip all of the water 
squeezed out of the paper 36 and compress- 
ible Gayer 12. Also, the layer 10 should re- 
tain and carry forward out of the nip as great 
a proportion as possible of the water it re- 
ceives in the nip, less of course such, quantity 
of water as may adhere to the surface of the g 
lower press roll 22 (Figure 2). To this end 
the layer 10 is preferably so designed as to 
resist or slow down as much as possible the 
tendency for water to be reabsorbed by the 
expanding compressible layer 12. At the same 
time the layer 10 should not be so construc- 
ted as to retain the water so tenaciously as 
to make the removal thereof impractical by 
one or more of the dewatering devices shown 
in Figure 2. In this connection the air blast 9 
device 52, 56 and the suction wringer device 
32, 34 are relatively more effective than die 
centrifugal device 28 and the first-named de- 
vices will effectively dewater felts having 
a layer 10 of high capillary attraction where- 1 
as the centrifugal device 28 is recommended 
for use only with materials having very little 
or no capillary attraction for water. On the 
other hand, relatively high capillary attrac- ;n 
tion is desirable for the layer 10 inasmuch r 
as the fibrous compressible layer 12 inherendy 
has a very high capillary attraction and will 
tend to reabsorb water very rapidly from a 
layer 10 which has a very low capillary at- 
traction. Accordingly it some times is pre- 1 
ferred to construct the relatively incompress- 
ible layer 10 from relativefly fine, closely woven 
yarns to provide small inter-yarn openings 
and in some cases to apply surface treatments 
or the like to promote the affinity thereof for 1 
water. In such cases it will be recognized that 
one or more dewatering means of maximum 
efficiency is .preferable over a single relatively 
inefficient dewatering means. 

The problem just discussed can be mini- 1 
mized however, by proper design of the com- 
pressible layer 12 of the felts 14 provided 
herein. Thus, although the layer 12 is similar 
to a conventional papermakers wet felt in that 
it should be compressible to provide a cushion- 1 
ing effect and has to present a smooth surface 
characteristic of a batt of closely packed or 
felted fine fibers, and should readily receive 
the water squeezed out of the paper, the 
latter requirement does not mean that the 
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layer 12 must be a highly absorbent or hydxo- 
phillic structure as has been the case with 
many conventional felts. To the contraiy, the 
layer 12 may be treated to make it quite 
water repellent under normal atmospheric and 
gravitational influences because it is only re- 
quired in the present combination, to permit 
water to flow rapidly therethrough under the 
pressure and impact conditions which exist 
in the nip of -a pair of press rolls operating 
at a high rate of speed. Thus, the tendency 
of the layer 12 to reabsorb water from the 
layer 10 on the exit side of the nip may be 
so reduced that, during the brief time that 
the paper 36 remains in contact with 
the layer 12 beyond the maximum pres- 
sure point of the nip, only a very little water 
will become available for reabsorption by the 
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paper. 
Reduction of the tendency toward reab- 

sorption of water by the layer 12 from the 
layer 10 may also be achieved or enhanced 
by providing a barrier of restricted water 
permeability between the layers 10 and 12 
of a felt 14 made in accordance "with the 
present invention. For example in those forms 
of this invention wherein the layers 10 and 
12 are Gaminated together by an adhesive, the 
amount or type of adhesive used may be 
varied, while still affording requisite security 
of lamination, to enhance or to minimize, as 

. may be desired, the barrier effect of the ad- 
hesive. Also, for example, in those forms 
of the present invention in which the layer 12 
is secured to the layer 10 by the familiar 
needling process, a water repellant or flow 
restricting material may be interposed between 
the layers before they are needled together. 
Thus, such a materiall, in liquid form, may be 
applied-by a brush, roller or spray to the 
under side of the layer 12 or to the upper 
side of the layer 10, or both, before these 
layers aTe needled together. 

Inasmuch as papermakers wet felts are more 
or less custom made for each particular in- 
stallation the disclosure herein of specific ex- 
amples, complete in all detail, is not regarded 
as the best way in which to enable those skilled 
in the art to make use of this invention. In- 
stead, a very few typical constructions will 
be described and the various ways of controll- 
ing or establishing the particular characteristics 
which may be required in any particular in- 
stallation will be described with relation to 
the effects which may be achieved with those. 
typical fabrics. The principles thus disclosed 
will be readily applicable to felt constructions 
which differ in detail from the typical ex- 
amples. 

A typical fdt 14 embodying the present 
invention may be constructed by using as the 
relatively incompressible base layer 10 a 
fabric of plain weave construction woven from 
nylon multifilament yarns. He yarns used for 
warp and weft may be identical and of rela- 

tively small diameter and firmly twisted. For 
exampde they may be three ply yarns having 
a total denier of about 420, each ply of 10 
filaments and having a Z twist, three turns 
per inch and the yam being plied by S 70 
twisting, twelve turns per inch. Such a fabric 
having 37 picks per inch and 49 ends per inch 
will be a relatively open mesh screen-like struc- 
ture having a permeability substantially greater 
than that of conventional press felts. When 75 
such a fabric is subjected to a mechanicall 
pressure normal to its surfaces of 100 pounds 
per square inch the thickness thereof will be. 
reduced by only about 16% and there will 
be a proportionally small reduction in the 80 
total void volume thereof. 

The compressible layer 12 of such typical 
fdlt 14 may consist of a batt of wool fibers 
made up of three layers each weighing about 
8 ounces per square yard. Such a batt, needled 85 
three passes to unit the individual layers 
thereof and before, use and partial plugging 
of its voids -with .paper fibers or solids, will 
have a compressibility of about 50% or more 
under pressure .100 pounds per square inch. 90 
When this batt is united with the particular 
base fabric 12 just described, the total thick- 
ness of the felt 14, before use, will be about 
0.22 inches thick. The particuflar permeability 
and compressibility of a specific batt will de- 95 
pend largely upon the nature of the fibers 
in the ban and upon the extent to which it 
has been firmed by needling or other treat- 
ment. For example a batt which is .passed 
only once thnough a needling loom will be 100 
more compressible and more permeable than 
one which has been given two or three passes 
through the same needling doom under the 
same conditions. The compressibility of such 
a batt will be affected, that is, usually some- 105 
what reduced, by any chemical or other treat- 
ment to which it may be subjected to modify 
its water repellency characteristics or abrasion 
or fungus resistance as will be discussed here- 
inbelow. In a general sense layers 12 suitable HO 
for use in the present invention shoulld have 
compressibility at least about comparable with 
that of conventional papermakers fells and 
greater compressibilities may be preferred. 
While compressibilities as low as about 45% 115 
are attainable it is preferable, for adequate 
cushioning, that layers 12 be used which have 
compressibilities, before use and partial plug-, 
ging, of from not much Hess than about 50% 
up to about 70% in thickness under mechani- 120 
cal pressures in the order of those encoun- 
tered in the press of a papennaking machine. 
In this latter regard the 100 pounds per square 
inch pressure selected for illustration herein 
is within the range of pressures normally en- 125 
countered in such presses although in some 
instances the pressures encountered may be 
as much as 400 pounds per square inch. 

A second typical papermakers wet felt 14 
made in accordance with this invention may 130 
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have a compressible layer 12 of the same con- 
struction as that provided in the first ex- 
ample. The base fabric however may be woven 
from considerably larger yarns and with a 

5 considerably lower yarn count. For example 
such a base fabric may be a plain weave cot- 
ton and nylon mixture or blend with a yam 
count of 11 picks per inch and 9 ends per 
inch. Such a fabric will have a compressibility 

10 of about 37% under the 100 pounds per 
square inch load described above. It will be 
recognized that the compressibility of such a 
base fabric is still substantially less than that 
of the fibrous batt which is appilied thereto. 

15 The compressibility of the base fabrics of 
either of the typical examples given above can 
be very substantially reduced by the em- 
ployment of any one or more of the follow- 
ing techniques. 

20      1- Modification of the weave pattern. 
2. Modification of yarn count. 
3. Variation in twist of yarns. 
4. Selection of fiber. 
5. Application of coating or impregnating 

25 materials with or without chemical re- 
action between such materials and the 
fiber of the yam. 

Modification of weave pattern affects com- 
pressibility in that the number of yam cross- 

30 ings differ as between different weaves. Satin 
weaves tend to be more compressible, than a 
plain weave and doubCe fabric weaves, in 
which two sets of fillings are used for example, 
are even more compressible due to the avail- 

35 ability of spaces between opposing filling yams 
for deformation. 

Modification of yam count affects com- 
pressibility in that fabrics of higher count 
contain more fiber than fabrics of lower count. 

40 Thus, for the purposes of the present inven- 
tion, the use of higher yam counts with atten- 
dant decrease in compressibility, also provides 
smaller interyam openings which exhibit a 
greater tendency to retain water. The base 

45 fabrics for ifefits to be used in plain presses are, 
as discussed above, preferably quite water re- 
tentive and also are preferably quite incom- 
pressible so that maximum void volume is 
preserved under nip pressure. For use in suc- 

50 tion presses the base fabric layer 10 is not 
required to be retentive of water and also 
should present as smooth an upper surface 
as .possible. Therefore, a satin weave or double 
satin weave fabric with the floats on the upper 

,55 surface may be preferable to a plain weave 
even though the compressibility may be 
greater. 

Variation in twist of yarns affects com- 
pressibility of the fabric in a manner which 

60  is directly reflated to the differing compress- 
ibility of the yarns themselves. Higher twists 
produce firmer yams which in turn result in 
firmer, less compressible fabrics. 

Selection of fiber affects compressibility of 
65   the fabric in that fibers with low moduli of 

tension and compression, will produce a softer, 
more compressible fabric than fibers with high 
moduli, with other factors being kept con- 
stant. A polyamide such as nyllon is an ex- 
ample of a fiber having the low modulus 7 
mentioned above while a polyester such as 
"Dacron" is an example of ia fiber having a 
higher modulus. However, since nylon reacts 
readily with various treating materials fabrics 
woven from nylon yams may be stiffened to 7 
a degree which exceeds the stiffness usually 
obtainable with untreated Dacron yarns. 
Therefore n>ilon is a particularly desirable 
fiber for the production of fabrics which are 
to have compressibility at a practical mini- 8 
mum. A 

Application of coating [or impregnating 
materials can be employed to produce very 
marked reduction in compressibility of a 
fabric. For example the chemical treatment 8 
and setting techniques disclosed in specifica- 
tion No. 827,754 and in specification No. 
949,478 are particularly effective not only to 
produce the stability and wear resistance con- 
templated in said specification but also to 
provide base fabrics of very low compress- 
ibility. Thus, the nylon multifilament base 
fabric described above in the first typical ex- 
ample and which has a compressibility of 16% 
at 100 pounds per square inch, untreated will 9 
have reduced compressibilities as follows, de- 
pending upon the type of treatment and quan- 
tity of applied chemicall. When treated in 
accordance with a process disclosed in speci- 
fication No. 827,754 with meliamine formal- 1 
dehyde and heat setting the fabric will have 
a compressibility of about 11%. When treated 
in accordance with the process described in 
specification No. 949,478, with a first stage 
of phenolic formaldehyde and a second stage 10 

. comprising an aldehyde, donor and with heat 
setting, the compressibility will be lowered to 
about 6%. Obviously the particuflar chemical 
treatment selected will depend on the par- 
ticular fiber or fiber blend in the base fabric. 11 
For a base fabric similar to that described in 
the second typical example, which is made of 
nylon and cotton and has a compressibility, 
untreated, of 40% the following reductions 
in compressibility were obtained by treatment. 11 
Impregnation by a two-stage system with 
resorcinol formaldehyde plus melamine formal- 
dehyde with a resin pick-up of 4% by weight 
(untreated fabric) resulted in a compressibility, 
after heat treatment of 24%. The same treat- 12 
ment but with a resin pick-up of 10% by 
weight resulted in a compressibility of 20%. 

The treatments suggested herein for in- 
creasing water repellency may be effected by 
selection from the large number of commer- 12 
cially available treating materials whether they 
may be proprietary, secret formulations cr 
may be known chemicall compounds or mix- 
tures. Preferably, the selected material should 
produce a  so-called "durable"  water  re- 13 
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pellency and almost any of the well known 
surface active materials arc useful for this 
purpose. It has been found that such treat- 
ments «in general have very little effect upon 
the compressibility of the treated fabric or 
fiber batt whereby in a manner entirely con- 
sistent with the objective of the present in- 
vention the water repellency of the compres- 
sible layer 12 of a felt 14 may be greatly in- 
creased with but little,, if any, reduction in 
compressibility. 

The effect of compression under pressures in 
the order of those encountered in actual press 
operation can be better visualized in relation 
to the present invention by comparison of the 
void voUume of typical fabrics under no com- 
pressive force and under such force. Thus a 
base fabric 10 similar to that described in the 
first example herein, when woven from nylon 
multifilament warp yams having a weight of 
4830 grains per 100 yards and multifilament 
weft yams having a weight of 2890 grains 
per 100 yards with a warp count of 22.4 ends 
per inch and weft count of 28.6 picks per 
•inch,, will have a total volume, under no com- 
pression of 12 cubic feet per 3000 square feet 
of-fabric When compressed at 100 pounds 
per square inch this total volume is reduced, 
because the compressibility without special 
treatment as mentioned above, is about 16% 
to about 10 cubic feet per 3000 square feet' 
The yarns used in this fabric were relatively 
coarse, being in the order of 0.03 inches in 
diameter and the weave was relatively open, 
that as the spacing between the yarns as woven 
was in the order of 0.01 inches. This fabric 
had a void volume, uncompressed, of 7 cubic 
feet per 3000 square feet. When it was com- 
pressed at 100 pounds per square inch, and 
was reduced in thickness by about 16% as 
noted above, the fabric still had a void volume 
only slightly less than 6 cubic feet per 3000 
square feet. This means that the base fabric 
just described is capable of accommodating 
6X62.4 or approximately 374 pounds if 
water per 3000 square feet. This quantity of 
water is approximately equal to the total 
amount of water present in 3000 square feet 
of paper at 90% moisture content, wet basis, 
which paper, bone dry, would weigh 40 pounds 
per 3000 square feet. It also is approximately 
equal to the total amount of water which must 
be removed from a paperboard web weighing 
160 pounds per 3000 square feet bone dry, to 
reduce its moisture content from about 80% 
to about 63% wet basis. It is not intended to 
•imply that such drastic reduction, in water 
content will be made in a single press, the 
figures just given are intended only to show 
that the void volume preserved in the base 
fabric under compression is adequate to handle 
any quantity of water which reasonably may 
be extracted from paper in a press. 

Reducing the compressibility erf the base 
fabric still further, as for example treating it 

with resin and heat setting it as described 
above, will assure the preservation of even 
greater percentages of the void volume under 
compression. It will be appreciated however, 
that resin treatment of a particular febric will 70 
result in  somewhat reduced  original void 
volume due to the presence on and in the 
yams of the resin.   For example the un- 
treated fabric described in the preceding para- 
graph was treated with resin in accordance 75 
with the process described in said specification 
No. 949,478 and after heat setting had an 
increase in weight, due to resin pick up, of 
about 12%. The treated fabric had a void 
voflume, uncompressed, of 5.2 cubic feet per 80 
3000 square feet. Since its compressibility, 
at 100 pounds per square inch was only 6%, 
the void volume under such compression was 
only reduced to about 4.9 cubic feet .per 3000 
square feet. From what has been said above it 85 
is apparent that the void volume thus pre- 
served in the base fabric is more than adequate 
for the accommodation of such quantity of 
water as may be expected to be squeezed from 
a web of paper in a press. 90 

With any of the base fabrics woven from 
synthetic multi-filament yarns which have been 
discussed above relatively compressible layer 
12 may consist of the batt of fibrous material 
described an the first typical felt 14. Thus 95 
when about 24 ounces per square yard of 
wool fiber, for example, is needled to or is 
needled and thereafter adhesively secured to 
the base fabric the resulting felt 14 will have 
adequate cushioning characteristics to prevent 100 

marking of the base fabric weave in- the paper, 
wiH have adequate water-accommodating void 
volume under compression and yet will be 
substantially thinner than a conventional wet 
ifeflt of comparable tensile strength. The thin- »5 
ness of such felts 14 plus the fact that the 
base fabrics thereof are of relatively open 
weave makes it possible very readily to remove 
a substantial portion of the water retained in 
both layers 10 and 12 by any one or more U<> 
of tiie dewatenng devices illustrated in Figure 
2. The dewatered felts of the present inven- 
tion thus cany a far smaller amount of re- 
tained water to the incoming side of the press 
than is ordinarily carried by a conventional 115 
wet felt with the result that presses, whether 
plain OT suction, may be so operated with the 
felts of the present invention as permanently 
to remove from the paper a greater portion of 
the water therein than it has been possible to 120 
remove in the past. 
m Base fabrics 10 of the type described above 
in the second typical construction usually are 
mere compressible than the multi-filament base 
fabrics of the first typical construction but 125 
nevertheless are substantially less compress- 
ible than the conventional wet felts heretofore 
used, and the void volume as well as the 
nature of the voids preserved under compres- 
sion is still quite adequate to accommodate the 130 
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amount of water which can be extracted from 
paper in a press. Also because of their some- 
what greater compressibilities these base fab- 
rics usually do not require that the cushioning 

5 layer 12 be as thick as is required for sub- 
stantiality less compressible base fabrics. For 
example with the cotton and nylon base fab- 
ric, resin treated to reduce its compressibility 
from say 40% to about 24% or less, as des- 

10 cribed above, the fibrous batt may consist of 
three layers of carded fiber as described above 
but in many cases only one or two layers 
may be required to impart sufficient cushion- 
ing and non-marking characteristics to the felt 

15 14. The complete felt 14 may thus be held 
to a thickness of about 0.25 inches or less 
and it may be quite readily dewatered by 
devices such as those described herein. 

It will be recognized that the void volume 
20 of the base fabric 10 may be somewhat re- 

duced from the volume existing in the fabric 
before uniting the same with the compressive 
layer 12 as a result of insertion of some of the 
•batt fibers of layer 12 into the base fabric 10 

25 by the needling operation or as a result of the 
application of adhesive or barrier layer 
material to the base fabric 10 when a felt 14 
is constructed in the various ways described 
above.^ In all such cases the resultant decrease 

30 in void voUume is readily ascertainable and 
the effect thereof can be taken into account 
in the design of the fabric with assurance that 
the desired amount of void volume will be 
preserved under the compressive forces ro 

35 which the finished felt is to be subjected in 
use. 

As indicated above a preferred form of 
cushioning layer 12 is one made from a batt 
of suitably oriented fibers such as wool fibers 

40 or blends of wool and synthetic fibers such 
as polyamide fibers. Blends of wool fibers 
with other synthetic fibers including poly- 
ester fibers or acrylic fibers or batts composed 
whollly of one or more synthetic fibers may 

45 also be used providing the synthetic fibers 
have the requisite characteristic of retaining 
adequate resiliency and strength when wet 
with water. Other types of porous compressible 
materials having appropriate permeability may 

50 be used for forming the cushioning layer 12. 
Reference has been made herein to the rela- 
tive permeability of the layers 10 and 12. 
While .permeability to water is directly in- 
volved it is customary in this art to express 

55 permeability in terms of permeability to air 
as determined by standard Method No. 
D737-46, Air Permeability of Textiles, of the 
American Society for Testing and Materials. 
The material used for the compressible layer 

60 12 should be such that when the layer 12 is 
attached to the layer 10, the layer 12 will 
have a permeability lying within the range of 
permeabilities of conventional press felts. Such 
range, determined as above is from about 18 to 

about 180 cubic feet of air per minute per 
square foot. 

For use as the adhesive for securing any of 
the flayers 10 and 12 disclosed herein together 
or for forming a barrier layer of desired re- 
stricted permeability between the layers 10 
and 12 when so desired, an adhesive material 
should be selected which, as already indicated, 
is compatible with the material in both layers 
and which, when necessary, will develop a 
bond of requisite strength. To be compatible 
the adhesive material shoufld not include any 
component or require any solvent, accelerator, 
hardener, heat treatment or the like which will 
harmfully affect the materials in the layers 10 
and 12. Also, the adhesive when set or cured 
should be waterproof and reasonably flexible 
so as to remain effective during use of the 
felt 14 for its intended purpose. For exampSe, 
to laminate a layer 12 consisting of a batt of 
wool fiber to a base layer 10 containing nylon, 
with or without cotton, an adhesive of the 
family of phenol blocked isocyanate resins may 
be used. A specifically useful adhesive of this 
type is made by Thiokol Corporation and 
identified as "Unithane No. 390T". This same 
material, or a similar one, also may be used 
to form a barrier layer, as described above,' 
between a wool batt and nyQon base when the 
bact and base are to be united by needling. 

WHAT WE CLAIM IS: — 
1. A papermaker's felt for supporting a wet 

web in a papermaking machine during the pas- 
sage of said web through the nip of a pair of 
press rolls for removing water from, the web* f 
comprising an endless belt having a base layer J 
and a web-contacting facing layer united 
face-to-face relationship with said base hycrf 
said base layer being permeable to water and' 
relatively incompressible in that it maintains 
under mechanical loading of 100 pounds pef 
square inch at least about 60%, and pre- 
ferably from about 94% to about 74%, of 
its unloaded thickness, said facing layer being 
permeable to water and relatively compressible* 
in that it maintains under the same loading O 
thickness not substantially greater than about J 
50% of its unloaded thickness, said base J 
layer comprising a material having, passage-' 1 
ways of relatively large size which provide J 
within said base layer a void volume for the | 
reception of water expressed from said web J 
and from' said facing layer under the pres-1 
sure exerted at the nip of said press rolls, and I 
said facing layer having passageways of rela-*j 
tively small size which. provide within said I 
facing flayer a void volume from which water! 
is expressed (squeezed) under said pressure, -m 

2. A papermaker's felt according to daiflajl 
1, wherein said base layer comprises a fabrida 
woven in endless belt form from textile yarnsw 

3. A papermaker's felt according to dairM 
1 or 2, wherein said facing layer is a nonj 
woven batt of fibrous material. '(jB 
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4. A papermaker's -felt according to any one 
of claims 1 to 3, wherein said facing layer is 
united with said base layer by fibers which 
project from said feeing layer into the materia! 
from which said base layer is made. 

5. A paper-maker's ifelt according to any 
one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said facing layer 
is adhesively bonded to said base layer. 

6. A papermaker's felt according to claim 
0   5, wherein said facing layer is a needled batt 

of fibrous material. 
7. A papermaker's felt according to any 

one of the preceding claims, wherein the in- 
ternal void voGume of the base layer is at 

5 least equal under the compressive forces ap- 
plied thereto in the nip of said press rolls to 
the volume of water expressed from said web 
and from -said facing layer under the pressure 
exerted at the nip of said press Tolls. 

0 8. A papermaker's felt according to any 
one of the preceding claims, wherein the in- 
ternal void volume of said base layer consists 
at Qeast in pan of spaces between yarns from 
which said base layer is woven and in which 

5 the spacing between said yarns is such as to 
promote retention of water in or the passage 
of water through said spaces. 

9. A papermaker's felt according to any 
one of the preceding claims, wherein a bar- 

0 rier layer is interposed between said base layer 
and said facing layer, said barrier layer being 
sufficiently permeable to water to permit trans- 
fer of water under the pressure exerted at the 
nip of said press rolls from said facing layer 

5 to said base layer but said barrier layer being 
of such low permeability to water, that sub- 
stantially none of the water so transferred to 
said base layer will return to said fiacing layer 
after the nip pressure is relieved. 

0      10. A papermaker's felt according to any 
, one of the preceding claims, wherein the fabric 

forming said base layer is woven from yarns 
containing at least a substantial percentage of 
synthetic fiber. 

11. A papermaker's felt according to claim 
10, wherein the synthetic fiber comprises con- 
tinuous multiple filaments. 

12. A papermaker's felt according to claim 
10 or 11, wherein said base fabric contains a 
stiffening material set therein to reduce the 
compressibility of said' fabric whereby under 
said loading said fabric maintains from about 
70% to about 95% of its unloaded thickness. 

13. A method of removing water from a wet 
web in a papermaking machine, which com- 

; prises disposing the wet web on a papermaker's 
j felt according to any one of the preceding 
; daims, progressively moving the papermaker's 
f felt through an endless path including a por- 

tion in which the felt and the web thereon are 
'passed between a pair of press rolls; press- 
^ *c /pair of P1^       together with the 
iftit and web therebetween with pressure suffi- 
;5*€<u to squeeze water out of said web and 
£ito the felt for removal therefrom. 

14. A method according to r\&m 13^ where- 
in the pressure exerted by the pair of press 
rolk squeezes the water from the wet web. 
into said facing layer while compressing said 
facing layer to a thickness not substantially 70 
greater than about 50% of the uncompressed 
thickness of said facing layer to force water 
to flow from said web and compressed facing 
layer into said base layer, but with a pressure 
insufficient to compress said base layer to a 75 
thickness Hess than about 60% of the uncom- 
pressed thickness of said base layer; carrying 
water from the nip between the pair of pres- 
sure rolls in die voids of said base layer; re- 
moving the web from- the felt, and thereafter 80 
removing water from the felt in a portion of 
the endless path thereof in which the web is 
not disposed upon the felt. 

15. A method according to claim 14, where- 
in the openings in said base layer are reten- 85 
tive of water and in wbich a substantial por- 
tion of the water retained in said openings is 
removed from said carrier by forcible expul- 
sion. 

16. A method according to claim 13, where- 90 
in one of the press rolls is adapted con- 
tinuously to receive water from the openings 
in said base layer, the pressure exerted by the 
pair of press rolls being operative to squeeze 
the water from the wet web into said facing 95 
layer while compressing said facing layer to 
an extent sufficient to force water to flow from 
said web and said compressed facing layer 
into said base layer, but with a pressure in- 
sufficient to reduce the void volume of said 100 
relatively incompressible base layer to such 
an extent as to impede the flow of water 
through said base flayer to said one press roll; 
and continuously removing water from said 
one press roll. 105 

17. A method according to claim 13, where- 
in the pressure under which the press rolls are 
pressed together is sufficient to compress the 
base layer to a thickness not less than from 
about 75% to 94% of the uncompressed 110 
thickness of the base layer, and in which a 
preponderance of the water squeezed from the 
web and compressible layer into the openings 
in said base layer is carried away from the nip 
of the press rolls in the direction of travel of 115 
said carrier through said press roflls. 

18. Apparatus for removing water from a 
wet web in the press section of a papennaking 
machine, which comprises a papermaker's felt 
according to any one of claims 1 to 12, means 120 
for supporting said felt for movement in an 
endless path; means for disposing a wet web 
on said facing layer; means for passing said 
felt and the web thereon between a pair *>f 
press rolls; and means for pressing said pair J 25 
of press rolls together with the felt and the 
web therebetween with pressure sufficient to 
move water through the web and through said 
facing layer into said base layer; means for 
separating said web from said felt; and means 130 
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for progressively removing water from suc- 
ceeding increments of said base layer prior 
to the return of said increments through said 
endless path into contact with succeeding in- 
crements of said wet web. m 

19, A papermaker's wet felt substantially 
as hereinbefore described with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 

20. A method of removing water from a wet 
web in a papermaking machine substantially as 
hereinbefore described with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 

2-1. Apparatus for removing water from, 
wet web in the press section of a papermaking; 
machine, substantially as hereinbefore de*-: 
cribed with reference to the accompanying;^ 
drawings. . $ 
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